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Digital cultural heritage is now a mature field, in which novel information
and communication technologies (ICT) are used in the service of preserving
cultural heritage and supporting its discovery by the public. Following the
extensive digitization efforts conducted since the mid 1990s, and the many
uses of supporting technologies that followed since the 2000s in education
and tourism, we found ourselves in an era where state-of-the-art ICT enables
the delivery of personalized content to visitors of cultural heritage sites in a
context-aware manner. Moreover, these new developments redefine the way
cultural heritage information can be managed, stored and delivered to visitors
and it fits well into the new field of Digital Humanities.
From the point of view of the Humanities, we see new approaches to the
examination and presentation of culture and history, including greater emphasis in developing storytelling strategies with which to stimulate reflection,
curiosity and even reinterpretation [11]. From the point of view of ICT, we
have unprecedented reasoning and analysis power via solutions such as deep
learning, developments in smart interconnected devices that revolutionize the
notion of space and the way we interact with it, and advances in Augmented
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Reality and Virtual Reality technologies that open new ways to the delivery
of content. Finally, from the point of view of cooperation between Humanities
and ICT, we are in the era when the boundaries are starting to fall, bridges
are being formed and true, deep, robust synergies appear, leading to new opportunities and perspectives.
Perhaps most stimulating amongst these developments –and certainly for
us and the audience of this journal– is the progress achieved and the further
potential uncovered in the direction of personalization of the cultural heritage
experience. The amounts of information in the hands of the cultural heritage
venues, the many stories that can be told thereof, and the possibility of retrieving additional contents from online repositories (e.g. Wikipedia, Europeana
and other Linked Open Data resources) and social networks, altogether yield
a landscape in which it is strategically important to deliver information in the
way that best matches the interests, preferences, needs and context of each
individual user (a student, a museum visitor or a tourist in a city) or each
group ( a class, a family, a community of interest, a group of friends or the
crowd in general). In doing so, the role of Humanities experts as mediators
between the knowledge bases and the users’ end devices is also magnified, since
they are the key actors in ensuring that the ensembles of contents presented to
the audiences are meaningful, historically rigorous and relevant. Accordingly,
the experts must be given proper tools not only to develop catalogues and
knowledge repositories for cultural heritage venues, but also to curate the interconnections among these and with the aforementioned online repositories.
Those tools can also become the medium to systematize the creation of stories
as drivers of the users’ experiences.
The state-of-the-art in personalization technologies applied to cultural heritage has made steady progress over the years, as presented by the survey by
Ardissono et al. in 2012 [2] and continued since. Given the rich history, the
number of museums and sites, and the unmatched research pedigree, Europe
was and remains the leader in the application of cultural heritage informatics
and in the research pushing the field forward. Tellingly, 2018 was designated
as the European Year of Cultural Heritage, underlining the European Union’s
intent to further push forward in this domain. Following suit, we have spent
this year editing this Special Issue, inviting works that presented and/or reviewed advances in areas of data analytics, semantics, information retrieval,
user interaction, user modeling, recommender systems and related technologies, as well as in the design and evaluation of new, exciting and stimulating
cultural heritage experiences.
The call for papers stated that emphasis should be on the link between
cultural heritage and personalization techniques, so works dealing exclusively
with one of the two topics would be deemed out of scope. We received 42
submissions, from which the 5 papers that matched the scope more clearly
were finally selected (an acceptance ratio of 12%). Each paper was reviewed by
at least 3 experts, and one particular criterion was to prioritize the papers that
contained extensive experimental evaluation, as a proof of system maturity.
While we had to leave out some outstanding pieces of work, we believe the
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accepted papers are very good representatives of what can be done nowadays
in the aforementioned landscape:
– Three papers (by Alexandridis et al., Raptis et al., and Sansonetti et al.)
cover advances in recommender systems for cultural heritage activities, coupled with ideas in implementing context and topic sensitiveness, modeling
cognition-related phenomena and enriching the recommendations by harnessing information from social networks and Linked Open Data resources
(namely DBPedia and Europeana).
– The paper by Not and Petrelli focuses on the tool support needed by curators, educators, guides and designers to configure activities, objectives,
contents, . . . and therefrom deliver adaptive narratives, grounded on an
extensive study of previous ideas and of the work practices, ambitions and
expectations of those experts. Such tools are also the subject of the paper by Raptis et al., with a proposal that aims to tailor different types of
cultural heritage activities to the cognitive characteristics of the end users.
– Finally, the paper by Rajaonarivo et al. presents the concept of a “3D
living museum” metaphor, with interesting innovations related not only
to the user interactions (immersion, embodiment) but also to the semantic
reasoning technologies that underpin the selection of personalized contents.
Looking in retrospect, we can question how these papers compare to the
main trends and challenges highlighted in the paper by Ardissono et al. The
first observation (“Standards to reach critical mass”) referred to the lack of
common standards of infrastructure, data structure and user model modules,
that would ease the implementation and evaluation of novel ideas and allow
researchers to focus on specific research questions while evaluating them in a
common environment. Standardization would extend from content representation to system architectures and personalization techniques. Up to 2012, most
projects had had their own research agenda, created their own data and developed complete systems of their own. A new wave of projects have seen slight
improvements in this regard, thanks to the progressive adoption of semantic
standards for cultural documentation like CIDOC-CRM, the availability of
architectural frameworks like Apache Spark, and the existence of toolkits and
libraries like LensKit [9], LibRec [7], CARSKit [12] and Sifarish, which provide
off-the-shelf building blocks for recommender systems: interfaces, algorithms,
data models, etc. Nevertheless, the use of these resources is still far from systematic (at least in the cultural heritage domain), so the promise is not yet
materialized that standards will ease the implementation and evaluation of
novel ideas, allowing researchers to focus on specific research questions while
evaluating them in a common environment. The papers included in this special
issue are good representatives of nowadays practice, showing how researchers
still strive to integrate existing resources and most solutions still come from
ad-hoc approaches.
The second observation from the survey conducted by Ardissono et al.
(“Before, during and after the visit”) highlighted that, by 2012, it was already
commonplace that researchers viewed the cultural heritage experiences as on-
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going ones, thus caring about capturing and retaining user preferences over
time, both online and onsite (i.e. at the museum, archaeological site or relevant
outdoor setting). The papers included in this special issue address an enabling
aspect: whilst location is the main personalization axis during a visit, adaptive
storytelling (as posed in the paper by Not and Petrelli) is probably the key ingredient to ensure a meaningful interaction continuum from the moment that
a user expresses interest in visiting a cultural or historical place, and also after
the visit to fully integrate information, observations and personal experience.
The persistence of the user profiles could also realize the vision of a system
that delivers successive related narratives that link together different cultural
heritage experiences –most likely, at different places– in a lifelong chain. This
would face issues of privacy, data ownership and user control that are seldom
mentioned in journal articles; however, as discussed tangentially in the papers
by Raptis et al. and Sansonetti et al., they must be part of any experiments
and deployments due to the development of data protection regulations.
The third highlight by Ardissono et al. (“Not me but us: Social aspects”)
referred to two main aspects. On the one hand, there was the fact that visiting a cultural venue is many times a social experience, so the personalization
engines should be able to deal not only with individual user profiles, but also
group profiles. On the other hand, the survey echoed the growing phenomenon
of online social networks, that museums and cultural heritage institutions were
using actively to support the sharing of experiences among visitors and the
publication of user-generated material, aiming to establish long-term relationships with people. The trends about group personalization and social networks
have indeed intensified since 2012, both in research and practice in all the areas
of application of personalization systems. Thus, we have seen numerous variations on the idea of how to build and manage group profiles [6] and how to feed
profiles from information posted on Facebook, Twitter and other sites [10] –it
must be noted that standardization is still to be achieved in these approaches,
too. In this special issue, the paper by Sansonetti et al. develops and evaluates
a system that enhances cultural recommendations through social media and
Linked Open Data resources, that we consider a good representative of what
can be achieved today, harnessing the new tools provided by graph databases
such as Neo4j to bring together user profiles, social relationships, semantic
knowledge about exhibits, . . . into a unique formalism. Additionally, the paper
by Not and Petrelli looks at the modeling needs to create adaptive narratives
for different target user groups, as well as the tool support expected by the
groups of professionals involved, which is a notion of “group” that has received
relatively little attention hitherto.
By 2012, Ardissono et al. noticed that, with just a few exceptions, the
delivery mode in personalized cultural heritage experiences had been based
on the metaphor of hypermedia with content organized in pages and links,
followed by multimedia presentations on mobile devices. Under the observation “Beyond hypermedia and multimedia” they foresaw that new possibilities
would emerge as technology evolves, which has been particularly true in the
last few years thanks to the noticeable increase in the computing, visualization
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and interaction capabilities of smart mobile devices. Augmented Reality and
Virtual Reality are no longer a realm for fancy but awkward prototypes, and
a number of systems have been presented and deployed for different purposes,
including education, exhibition enhancement, exploration, reconstruction and
virtual museums [3, 4]. The new concept of micro-augmentations [1] arose in
the meantime as a way to use minimum stimulation (e.g. via short audio effects
or vibrations) in carefully-selected locations or points of a narrative, showing
potential to achieve significant emotional response and increase visitor engagement. Nevertheless, as argued by [5], there is a general lack of support
for personalization and communication activities in these “augmented ” systems, failing to enable features such as context-aware bookmarking, curation
of augmentations for the exhibits, new forms of body interaction for embodiment, etc. Besides, the quality of support for analytical activity is low, since
the applications often fail to show interesting information that is there but
cannot be seen by the naked eye. In sum, it may be said that the limiting
factor nowadays is not in the devices, but in the human-content interaction
aspects. The prototype presented in this special issue by Rajaonarivo et al.
brings a step forward in this direction, by developing the metaphor of a 3D
“living museum” with the capability of recommending cultural heritage objects dynamically, according to a user profile that is computed online from the
user’s interactions. The paper is grounded on the paradigms of constructivism
and enaction, assuming circular dependency between the the sense making of
the museum visitors and the selection and the arrangement of the exhibits.
The final highlight in the 2012 survey (“Evaluation: A serious issue”) relates to our decision of prioritizing for this special issue the papers that contained extensive experimental evaluation. Ardissono et al. noted that, as for all
other aspects of personalization research (particularly, in the cultural heritage
realm), the system and user evaluation would benefit from a common effort
and the creation of a shared understanding of which new systems should be
evaluated, and how. They noticed that a shared, structured evaluation framework was missing, that would support the comparison of different solutions,
the emergence of best practices and the reuse of components, thus leading
to faster progress in the field. They also highlighted common methodological
flaws, such as lack of objectivity (as when comparing the adaptive system with
a static counterpart not optimized for normal interaction), lack of distinction
between usability and adaptivity issues, or incorrect sampling of participants.
As explained in a 2017 survey by Koutsabasis [8], some flaws have worsened
in the last few years as the purpose and value of many cultural heritage experiences (in relation to exploration, reflection, learning and the like) became
secondary to the mastering of impressive interactive technologies of AR/VR,
kinesthetic control, etc. In addition, whilst the dimensions of evaluation have
been extending to include different notions of effectiveness, engagement, fun
or attractiveness (just to name a few), questions related to the “cultural value”
conveyed remain largely unanswered: “Do the interactive systems help users
reflect on the heritage of places, people and activities and draw analogies with
today? ”, “Does interactive technology contribute to the sensitization of users
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about the value of preserving and learning about heritage? ”, “Do these systems
help visitors interpret the messages conveyed from old situations into today’s
needs? ”. Admittedly, these questions are particularly hard to answer in shortterm and small-to-medium scale evaluation approaches because the “cultural
value” still gives way to traditional metrics related to the accuracy of the recommender systems (in the papers by Alexandridis et al. and Sansonetti et al.),
to the outcomes of usability polls (in the papers by Rajaonarivo et al. and Not
and Petrelli) and to indirect metrics derived from eye-tracking (in the paper
by Raptis et al.). Notwithstanding, it is important to note that researchers are
increasingly aware of the methodological caveats, and that such good practices
as making the research data available in public datasets are becoming mainstream, thus paving the road for comparative, more objective and insightful
studies.
Overall, we see that the five open directions identified seven years ago are
still the focus of the field. Gains have been made in all five directions, more
in some and less in others, but all still have unanswered challenges and new
opportunities. We believe the selection of papers in this special issue provides
a good overview of the state-of-the-art of personalization in cultural heritage,
representing the progress attained over the period, providing new fascinating
ideas to keep working on, and evidencing the many research and development
opportunities that remain in this field. We hope that the traditional gap between the involved disciplines continues to shrink for the sake of the “cultural
value”, and from our side we intend to keep working in this direction in many
ways, including the continued organization of focused exchange meeting such
as PATCH (soon to be organized for the 10th time), SMAP (now in its 14th
edition), Cultural Informatics (moving on its 3rd edition) and so on.
We are thankful to the many reviewers that shared their expertise in areas
of ICT and Humanities, and to the authors that trusted us with their works.
Enjoy the read!
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